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Editor's Note
Retaining the quest for multidisciplinary research among the staff members is the
prime objective of 'Andrean Research Journal'. Keeping in mind the objective of
inculcating the tradition of research among the staff members and readers of ARJ
this year also we have brought a diverse range of multi disciplinary research
papers.
While entire world is facing challenges of the COVID 19 pandemic and becoming
used to for new normal lifestyle, the present issue emphasizes and discusses some
of the significant areas that are affected due to pandemic. Online education at all
levels was the major concern of the government after health care management. The
first article of this issue 'Perception of Online Lecture Recordings: A Case Study
with Undergraduate Commerce Students in the Course of Mathematics &
Statistics' written by Prashant Tari provides a comparative analysis of online
lectures recordings perceived by the different groups of undergraduate
Mathematics & Statistics students. The study reported that online recording
proved as additional help for all the students. 'Impact of Thumbnails on YouTube
amongst Teenagers in Mumbai' studied by Ninoshka D'silva reported that
multitudinal objects, brighter colors, and single color thumbnails help to capture
attention of users at a glance. Further, Janine Coelho discussed 'A Brief History of
Vaccines in India' tracing the vaccine movement in India from the late 19th and
early 20th century. A study suggested that government should consider COVID 19
pandemic as an opportunity to enhance public health infrastructure. Artificial
Intelligence a Threat or a Blessing? Studied by Rachel Shinde, tracing advantage
and implications of Artificial Intelligence in day to day life.
Investments Opportunities under Section 80C of the Income Tax Act written by
Kevin Miranda, elaborated investments have done under section 80C will
beneficial for the retirement planning and for the unforeseen situations in life with
reference to COVID 19. Hannah Ambrose discussed state-wise analysis of
microfinance in India and reported the impact of COVID 19 pandemic on the
microfinance institutions of India. Further, Priya Shahi presented some new
results for Perov type F-contractions of Hardy-Rogers-type for self-mapping on
spaces equipped with vector-valued metrics. The Relationship between Adult
Attachment Styles, Coping Behaviours, Affective States and the Covid-19
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